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When you're ready to create more peel-and-stick window decorations, add this 12-pack of paint for

the panes. It features 10 bright colors and 2 big bottles of black (which are used for the

outlines).Comes with: 2 40-ml bottles of black window paint, 10 22-ml bottles of colorful paint (poppy

red, sunny yellow, turquoise, light green, violet, emerald green, royal blue, light blue, clear, snow

white)
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I'm 46 and use this to make lovely "stained glass" things for my windows. I would describe it as a full

fledged hobby rather than a kid's toy! This "refill kit" is perfectly good as a starter kit and has a brief

set of instructions that are more than adequate for, ahem, an adult, perhaps kids would benefit from

the book, too? I made my template on the computer...followed the instructions, and it turned out

great! The colors are much different (better) when it's done than they are when they are still in the

bottle, the ugly nursing-uniform green is actually a nice rich forest green and the weird orangey-red

is an excellent full blooded red. There are no color labels on the bottle, so experimentation was the

only way I found this out, but it's all fun.

If you only think window art is 'kinda neat', you probably don't need this refill set. There are a few

more colors -- the white and clear make some really pretty Tiffany glass style effects possible, for



those interested in spending the extra time -- but really there isn't that much more here than you'll

find with your standard set.I do have a couple issues with the refill. My primary one is that there just

isn't enough black! I'm always running out! Also, I've noticed the window art tends to fade in the sun

-- to be expected, I suppose -- and also doesn't store very well. Even when stored as recommended

by the book, my window art got a little flat and squished looking.But overall, this set is a lot of fun :) I

have my windows decorated with butterflies and tulips, and my shower door decorated with fish. It's

an easy, fun way to bring a little bit of color into my house.

I ordered this set without getting the starter set with stencils (since the stencils were not what I

wanted.) I ended up printing out images from Google, then outlining them with the black onto a thin

clear cuttingboard, and whala! Tons of beautiful art that I LOVE! The colors look dull in the package

and when you put it down, but within a couple hours, they turn shiny and beautiful. My only

complaint, they take around 24 hours to dry completely. I also thought the packages didn't look like

much paint, but I painted enough to cover almost half of a panel of a sliding door solid. I ended up

making pieces from this one refill set to put on about every window around the house. The green

and yellow also have glitter in them. Very pretty.

This stuff is so cool. It works. It looks great! You can do fairly detailed art with these. We didn't get a

starter kit. We take cheap dollar store baggies and put the baggies over a picture we draw or that

we print out from the internet. Then we just trace the picture. They have a slight smell when they are

wet but not after they dry.

I don't think there has ever been a Klutz product that was a flop and neither is this one! The colors

are vibrant and the consistency of the paint is perfect. See, once you start on a project, you HAVE

to continue - more and more ideas pop into your head and more and more windows, mirrors, or

whatever surfaces you will find in your home. So, the paint consistency is important, if you have to

squeeze to hard, little hands would hurt fast, resulting in disappointment that a project can't be

finished. Of course, if it'd just drip out, it'd be a complete mess.The tracing black requires some

major shaking, otherwise you will have bubbles and no border; however, this is necessary only for

the first time you use it, so don't think of it as a routine workout:)My only complaint would be that the

size of these bottles is quite small. If you are an avid window color user/ creator you will run through

these tiny bottles fast. Then again, I reason, the smaller the bottles, the less chances you have of

the paint just drying out and be useless!



My 2 children love the Klutz books. The window painting book is their favorite and this refill kit is

great! It comes with several colors and the big bottles of black that you need for the outlining. My

daughter loved the glittery paints. The kid went through the paints that came with the book in just a

few days - their windows are covered with clings, and this refill kit was just what we needed.

My 4 year old LOVES this stuff and will sit for hours filling in the outlines/shapes I make. The kit was

the best priced option and the quality of the paints are the same as the paints that came with his

original window art kits.The ones we made have lasted over 6 months now on the glass sliding door

and that is with him taking them on and off all the time. However, they should give at least 4 of the

black paint with the amount of colored paint offered in this set because we still have half of the

colors left but no more black, and you have to have black otherwise the colors just spread out. (We

tried to use colors to make the outlines and it just spread out until it was just blobs of colored paint

instead of shapes/figures.

My kids are 11, 8, and 6 and all three love the window art. They are even running out of convenient

window spaces to put art! My 6-yr-old has made a "dinosaur garden" on a window in his room,

which he proudly (and insistently) shows all visitors. I definitely recommend the window art.
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